Delete NOR 13.1(e) and replace with:

**e.** Only the supplied equipment is allowed in the venue with the exception of Laser and Laser Radial athletes’ own sails and masts and RS:X athletes’ own sails, masts, booms and fins, which may be used while training. Equipment used only for training shall be removed from the venue no later than 1800 before the first day of equipment inspection for that event.

Delete NOR Appendix 4 - 1.2 & 1.3 and replace with:

1.2   Fin
   a. RS:X Men: 660 mm fins – serial number NP66310053667-X-469 or greater.
   b. RS:X Women: 600 mm fins – serial number NP60310054476-X-493 or greater.
   Note: “X” denotes the date of manufacture of the fin and may be either a 3 or 4 digit number – this is not considered as part of the serial number limitation and is for reference only.
   This changes RS:X Class Rules C.7.1(d)
   Athletes who request to have a fin supplied, the following rules shall not apply: C.7.2(a), C.7.3(b)

1.3   Boom
   No serial number limitation
   Athletes who request to have a boom supplied, class rules C.8.3(g) shall not apply.